
18_05 THINKING CAP ANSWERS 

 

Puzzle 1. [PRIZE PUZZLE] Throwing sixes 

Phil was not telling the truth. 39 throws, not 36 throws, would be needed with two dice to make it at 

least a fair game. In fact it’s 38.83 throws, were fractional throws possible. 

The probability of throwing one six with one die in six throws is 

1 – ((5/6)^6) = 0.665102 

where ^ means to the power of 

The probability of throwing one double six with two dice in thirty-six throws is only 

1 – ((35/36)^36) = 0.63729 

The probability of throwing one double six with two dice in thirty-nine throws is 

1 – (35/36)^39 = 0.666684 which is closer to the first probability above. 

The relevant probability theory was developed in the seventeenth century by Blaise Pascal after an 

enquiry from an avid gambler, French nobleman Chevalier de Méré. 

  

Puzzle 2. Swimming straight 

He should swim at an angle of 30 degrees to the line to Jane. 

           0.5 

 
 

 

0.5/1 = sin 30 degrees 

 

 

Puzzle 3. A group decision 

 

Harry is right that decision order matters. There is no obvious fair and simple way of resolving the 

vote unless by calling for some new vote that respecifies their preferences, because even though the 



individual preferences are consistent, the group majority preferences are, paradoxically, 

inconsistent. 

Nightclub=A; Opera=B; Cinema=C 

Order of individual preferences: 

G:  A, B, C 

H:  B, C, A 

I:   C, A, B 

Result of group voting between three choices: a tie, even if second preferences are counted. 

Result of group voting between a simple alternative of two outcomes: 

Choice A or B: group votes A 

Choice B or C: group votes B 

Choice C or A: group votes C 

The group prefers A to B, and B to C, and C to A, which is inconsistent, because intransitive or cyclic.  

This is known as the voting paradox or the Concordet paradox. 

 

Puzzle 4. True or False? 

False, according to a 2012 study led by Dr Rory Bowden from the Department of Statistics at Oxford 

University. 

Modern humans are genetically very similar, perhaps because of a genetic bottleneck caused by a 

relatively small number who first left Africa. 

http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/article?id=10.1371/journal.pgen.1002504 

 


